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Beat April Showers with Lightweight Waterproofs from RESULT 

Superb protection offered at unbeatable value from outdoor brand RESULT 

 

The recent wet weather may have had many retreating indoors, but with RESULT’s range of 

performance waterproof and breathable lightweight jackets, the current spell of downpours, 

plus those traditionally forecast for spring, needn’t keep outdoor pursuits off the agenda this 

season. 

 

Offering waterproof and breathable 

protection combined with contemporary 

designs that look good and perform well 

whether you’re strolling in town or taking 

a hike in the hills, RESULT’s latest range 

of lightweight shell jackets are ideal for 

the rainy season and won’t break the 

bank. 

 

New to the range for 2014, the R197X New York Hard Shell is part of RESULTS’s popular 

Urban Outdoor wear collection - a range of contemporary, classically styled no nonsense 

outerwear packed with reliable features. Retailing at £37 and ideal for unpredictable 

weather, the New York Hard Shell is a 3 layer jacket which is water repellent 

(3000mm), breathable (3000g) and windproof. With a comfortable active fit 

and plenty of practical features, the R197X New York Hard Shell offers an 

inner storm flap with full front zip and chin guard, zip chest pocket, two side zip 

closing pockets and inside pocket, an adjustable shock cord 

hem, hood with double drawcord and tear release adjusters, 

reflective strip detailing, a neoprene inner cuff and bound inner 

seam detail. It is available in sizes XS – XXXL in Black.  

 

For rain protection that won’t weigh you down, the new R205X 
Lightweight Jacket is always on hand and retails for just £12. The Polyester 



StormDri, Waterproof (2000mm) outer will shield you from unexpected wet weather and if 

that’s not impressive enough, it even packs down into its own pocket! The fully lined R205X 

is windproof yet has a breathable mesh lining plus chest and back venting for extra comfort. 

It features waterproof taped seams, a concealed hood in collar with adjuster, full front zip 

fastening, two front zip closing pockets, elasticated cuffs, an adjustable shockcord hem and 

is available in sizes XS-2XL in Black, Navy and Red. 

 

Ideal for those pesky April showers the R111M&F Urban Fell 
Jacket is a contemporary styled multi-functional jacket, which 

has been designed to be lightweight without comprising on its 

technical benefits and overall protection. Available in male and 

female style options, the R111M&F Jacket (SRP £37 for the 

ladies R111F and SRP £40 for the men’s R111M) features 

HydraDri technology, offering exceptional waterproof and 

breathable performance to keep the wearer dry and 

comfortable while on-the-go. The jacket is available in sizes S-3XL for men and 

in a more feminine fit for ladies in 8-16 in Black, Navy, Royal and Moss.  

 

Waterproof and windproof, the contemporary styled multi-functional R103X 

Aqua-Tech High Performance Team Jacket is designed to be as 

lightweight as possible without comprising on its technical benefits and 

overall protection, while the breathable (3,000g) fabric is both comfortable 

to wear and rustle-free.  The R103X Jacket (SRP £43) features fully-taped 

seams, a fully adjustable hood with wired peak, a full front zip with inner 

storm flap, zip closing pockets, adjustable reflective cuffs, an inner wallet 

or iPod pocket and a mobile phone pocket.  The R130X Aqua Tech High 
Performance Team Jacket is unisex and is available in sizes S-2XL in 

five colours. 

 

For further information on the full RESULT range tel: 01206 798131 or visit 

www.resultclothing.com 
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